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Abstract

Representations of visual objects in working memory (WM) can be part-based or object-based, and we investigated whether this is determined by top-down control processes. Lateralisated change detection tasks were employed where sample objects on one task-relevant side had to be memorized. CDA components were measured during the retention period as electrophysiological markers of WM maintenance processes. In two critical task conditions, sample displays contained objects composed of two vertically aligned shapes. In the Parts task, test displays contained a single shape that had to be matched with either of the two sample shapes, encouraging the storage of part-based WM representations. In the Whole task, compound-shape objects shown at test had to be matched with memorized compound objects, which should facilitate the formation of object-based integrated WM representations. CDA amplitudes were significantly larger in the Parts task than in the Whole task, indicative of differences in effective WM load. This suggests that the two individual shapes were represented separately in the Parts task, whereas a single compound object was maintained in the Whole task. These results provide new evidence that changes in task goals can result in qualitative differences in the way that identical visual stimuli are represented in WM.
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**Introduction**

Working memory (WM) is responsible for the active short-term maintenance of information about sensory objects and events that are no longer perceptually available, but need to be kept accessible to other ongoing cognitive activities (e.g., Baddeley, 2012). One central question for WM research concerns the nature of the representations that are held in WM. It is often assumed that visual WM contains images of memorized visual objects that are very similar to on-line perceptual representations generated during the sensory processing of these objects. Such a view is consistent with recent sensory recruitment accounts of WM (e.g., Postle, 2006), which postulate that WM storage is primarily implemented by the modality-specific sensory brain areas that are also involved in the on-line perceptual analysis of incoming information (see also Emrich, Riggall, LaRocque, & Postle, 2013; Ranganath, Cohen, Dam, & D’Esposito, 2004). Real-world visual objects typically have different features (e.g., a specific form, shape, size, orientation, and colour) and are also frequently composed of multiple component parts. If such objects are stored in WM in a strictly pictorial (analog) format as visual images, all features and parts of these objects will be encoded into WM, regardless of whether they are currently task-relevant or not. Furthermore, these attributes will be represented in an integrated fashion, and not as separate features. Alternatively, WM may store only those aspects of visual objects that are required for the adaptive control of behaviour, by excluding other attributes that are currently irrelevant. Such task-relevant features could then either be stored as separate part-based or as integrated representations.

The question whether memorized visual objects are represented in WM in an integrated fashion or whether WM storage can be feature-selective remains controversial (see Vogel & Luck, 1997; Wheeler & Treisman, 2002; Olson & Jiang, 2002; Delvenne & Bruyer, 2004; Woodman & Vogel, 2008, for a range of different opinions). As behavioural evidence is inconclusive, additional insights may be obtained with on-line electrophysiological markers of visual WM storage. During the delay period of lateralized WM tasks where visual sample objects on one side have to be memorized in order to be compared to subsequent test stimuli, an enhanced negativity is elicited at posterior electrodes contralateral to the to-be-remembered display side (e.g., Vogel & Machizawa, 2004; McCollough, Machizawa, & Vogel, 2007). This contralateral delay activity (CDA) starts around 300 ms after the onset of the memory sample display, persists throughout the retention interval, increases in amplitude when memory load was increased, and is sensitive to individual differences in WM capacity.
These findings suggest that the CDA reflects the maintenance of task-relevant objects in visual WM, and tracks the number of objects that are currently stored.

Initial CDA evidence suggesting that the storage of visual objects in WM is sensitive to the task-relevance of specific features of these objects was reported by Woodman and Vogel (2008), who measured CDA components to memory sample displays containing oriented coloured rectangles. Observers had to memorize either the colour, the orientation, or colour/orientation conjunctions for two or four objects. As expected, larger CDAs were elicited when four rather than two objects had to be memorized. Critically, and independently of WM load, CDAs were reliably smaller in the colour-only task relative to the orientation-only and conjunction tasks, in spite of the fact that the sample displays were identical in all three tasks (see also Luria, Sessa, Gotler, Jolicœur, & Dell’Acqua, 2010, for similar observations). These observations indicate that not all features of memorized visual objects are always encoded in an obligatory fashion into WM. They suggest instead that specific object features can be selectively prioritized, and that other currently irrelevant features of the same object may not be stored at all.

This apparent feature-selectivity of WM representations may not be the only aspect in which the storage of visual information in WM can be modulated by top-down control processes that implement current task intentions. Visual objects often contain multiple dissociable parts, and object recognition is assumed to be based on the rapid analysis of these parts and their spatial arrangements (e.g., Biederman, 1987). At different levels of processing, these objects can be represented either in terms of their component parts, or in an integrated holistic fashion. Neuropsychological cases of integrative agnosia where patients retain their ability to identify object parts but fail to recognize the spatial arrangement of such parts (e.g., Behrmann et al., 2006; Riddoch et al., 2008) demonstrate the existence of independent part-based and configural/object-based recognition mechanisms that can be selectively impaired (see also Poljac, de-Wit, & Wagemans, 2012).

The part-based versus holistic nature of visual object representations has been widely discussed in the object perception and recognition literature (most prominently in the context of face processing; e.g., Maurer, LeGrand, & Mondloch, 2002), and also more recently for visual WM (e.g., Vergauwe & Cowan, 2015). Part-based and object-based WM representations may also be dissociated on the basis of CDA components measured during WM maintenance. This was first shown by Balaban and Luria (2016), who measured CDAs while observers memorized colour-colour conjunction objects. Systematic CDA amplitude differences to physically identical objects were found in different task contexts that facilitated
object integration of feature individuation, respectively. This suggests that visual objects can be represented flexibly either in a part-based or in an integrated object-based fashion, depending on current task demands. The goal of the current study was to provide further electrophysiological evidence for the impact of currently active task goals on the format of visual WM representations. Here, visual sample objects were composed of dissociable component shapes, and had to be memorized in tasks that encouraged observers to represent these objects either in a part-based or in an integrated fashion.

We employed lateralised change detection tasks where observers had to memorize sample objects on one task-relevant side (left or right) and match them with subsequent test objects that were presented at fixation. Sample and test displays were separated by a delay period of 850 ms, and match and mismatch trials were equally likely. The task-relevant side of the memory sample display (left versus right) was changed between successive blocks. In different task conditions, memory sample displays contained either simple shapes or compound-shape objects that were composed of two spatially aligned shape parts (see Figure 1). We assessed the maintenance of task-relevant sample objects in WM by measuring CDA components during the delay period between sample and test displays in four different blocked task conditions. The two critical conditions were the Whole and Parts tasks. In these two tasks, the memory sample displays were identical, and contained objects composed of two vertically aligned compound shapes on either side (see Figure 1). To facilitate the activation of part-based WM representations of these compound-shape sample objects in the Parts task, and of integrated object-based WM representations in the Whole task, different test displays and task instructions were used in these two tasks. In the Whole task, test displays contained a single compound-shape object at fixation, and participants had to report on each trial whether this object was exactly identical to the memorized sample object. On half of all mismatch trials, the test object was composed of one matching and one mismatching shape. On the other half, both shapes matched the memorized sample shapes, but appeared in the reverse spatial configuration (e.g., circle-above-hourglass when hourglass-above circle was the memorized sample object). Because activating part-based WM representations of sample objects would not enable participants to distinguish fully matching from inverted mismatching test objects, the inclusion of these objects should encourage participants to generate integrated object-based WM representations in the Whole task. This task was contrasted with the Parts task, where test displays contained a single basic shape at fixation. On match trials, this shape was identical to one of the two shapes of the memorized sample display object. On mismatch trials, the test shape matched neither of the
two relevant sample shapes. In this task, participants were expected to activate separate WM representations of the two component shapes on the task-relevant side of the sample displays, as either shape was equally likely to re-appear in the subsequent test display. They had no incentive to form object-based WM representations that integrated across these two shapes, because employing such an encoding strategy might actually make it harder to detect matches between individual sample and test shapes.

To find out whether the different demands imposed by the Parts versus Whole tasks determined whether visual objects are represented in a part-based versus integrated fashion in WM, we recorded and compared CDA components during WM maintenance in these two tasks. If compound-shape sample objects are always stored in an analogue image-based format, independent of task demands, CDA components should not differ between both tasks, as the sample display objects were physically identical. If task sets affect the way in which WM representations of these objects are formed, CDA amplitude differences between these two tasks should be found. More specifically, if sample objects are represented in an integrated fashion (as a single compound shape) in the Whole task, and as two separate basic shapes in the Parts task, these two tasks would differ with respect to their effective WM load (one object in the Whole task; two object in the Parts task). Because the CDA is sensitive to WM load, with CDA amplitudes increasing as the number of memorized objects increases (e.g., Vogel & Machizawa, 2004), CDA components should be reliably larger in the Parts as compared to the Whole task.

To confirm that the CDA was sensitive to WM load in the current experimental context, and to compare the effect of a direct manipulation of the number of memorized objects on CDA amplitudes with any CDA amplitude differences between the Parts and Whole tasks, we included two additional baseline tasks. In the Single baseline task, participants memorized a single simple shape on the task-relevant side. In the Double baseline task, they had to maintain two shapes on the relevant side, which were no longer vertically aligned (as in the Whole and Parts tasks), but spatially separated, in order to appear as two physically distinct objects (see Figure 1). Memory test displays contained a simple shape at fixation in both tasks. CDA components should be larger in the Double relative to the Single baseline task, reflecting an increase in WM load from one to two objects. If compound sample objects in the Whole and Parts tasks were represented in an integrated versus part-based fashion, the difference in the effective WM load in these two tasks (one versus two objects) should be analogous to the WM load difference between the Single and Double baseline tasks. In this case, the CDA amplitude increase for the Parts versus Whole
task should be similar in size to the CDA amplitude difference between the Single and Double baseline tasks.

Methods

Participants

Sixteen participants were tested (mean age 29 years, 7 male, 1 left-handed). None of them had any visual or neurological impairments, and all gave informed written consent prior to testing. The experiment was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychological Sciences, Birkbeck, University of London.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure

This experiment was programmed and executed using Matlab software (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Stimuli were presented on a 24-inch BenQ widescreen monitor (60Hz, 1920 x 1080 screen resolution) at a viewing distance of approximately 60 cm. On each trial, a memory sample display containing visual objects on the left and right side (at a horizontal eccentricity of 2.16° from central fixation) was followed after a delay period by a memory test display that included a single visual object at fixation. Sample and test displays were displayed for 150 ms, and the delay period between these two displays was 850 ms (see Figure 1). The interval between the onset of a memory test display and the offset of a sample display on the next trial was 1500 ms (i.e., there was no temporal jitter between successive trials). A grey fixation cross subtending 0.31 x 0.31 degrees of visual angle was present throughout each block. The memory test display object was superimposed on this fixation cross. Four different grey shapes (hexagon, circle, hourglass and cross) were used to generate sample and test display objects. All shapes were vertically and horizontally symmetrical and were equal in size (1.15 x 1.15°).

There were four task conditions, each delivered in four successive blocks. In all tasks, participants were instructed to memorize the memory sample display object(s) on one task-relevant side (left or right), and to match them to the subsequent test display object. Memory-test match and mismatch trials were equally likely in all four tasks, and the task-relevant side for the sample displays was blocked and changed from left to right, or vice versa, in each successive block (similar to our previous work on multimodal WM where we measured visual and tactile CDA components concurrently, e.g., Katus & Eimer, 2019). There were two baseline tasks (Single and Double) where participants had to memorize either one or two
simple shapes on one side, and to report whether there was a match between sample and test display shapes. In the Single Baseline task, the sample shape on each side was vertically aligned with the fixation cross. The memory test shape either matched or did not match the memorized sample shape. In the Double Baseline task, sample displays included vertically two shapes on each side, which were separated by a distance of 3.17° (measured relative to the lower and upper edges of both shapes). The memory test shape either matched one of the two memorized sample shapes or neither of these shapes. The two critical tasks (Whole and Parts) included physically identical memory sample displays with two vertically arranged and spatially aligned shapes on either side (see Figure 1). These two tasks differed only with respect to the memory test displays shown on every trial. In the Whole task, tests display included an object consisting of two spatially aligned component shapes at fixation. Here, participants had to report whether this compound test object exactly matched the memorized compound-shape sample object. On half of all mismatch trials, one component shape differed between the memorized sample and test display object, while the other shape appeared in the same location in both objects. On the other half, the test display object contained both memorized shapes, but in the incorrect spatial configuration (e.g. cross above hexagon instead of hexagon above cross). These configural mismatch trials were included to discourage participants from encoding the two component shapes of the relevant sample object in an exclusively part-based fashion. In the Parts task, the test displays contained a single shape, which was either identical to one of the two memorized component shapes (match trials), or differed from both of these shapes (mismatch trials). Responses were recorded with a BlackBox Toolkit button system (The Black Box Toolkit Ltd, 2016). Participants pressed the top button to report a sample-test match, and the bottom button to report a mismatch.

In all tasks, the assignment of different shapes to locations on the left and right side of the memory sample displays was randomly determined on each trial, without replacement. As a result, all four possible shapes appeared in each memory sample display in the Double Baseline, Whole, and Parts tasks, whereas only two of these four shapes were shown in sample displays in the Single Baseline task. There were 16 blocks in total (four blocks for each task), each consisting of 36 trials. The order in which the four tasks were delivered was counterbalanced across participants in the form of a size four Latin square (e.g. ABCD, CDAB, DCBA, BADC).

\textit{EEG Recording and Data Analysis}
EEG was DC-recorded from 27 scalp electrodes on an elastic cap at sites Fpz, F7, F8, F3, F4, Fz, FC5, FC6, T7, T8, C3, C4, Cz, CP5, CP6, P9, P10, P7, P8, P3, P4, Pz, PO7, PO8, PO9, PO10, and Oz. Sampling rate was 500 Hz, and a low-pass filter of 40 Hz was used during recording. No other filters were applied following EEG acquisition. Channels were referenced online to an electrode on the left earlobe, and re-referenced offline to the average of the left and right earlobes. Trials were rejected from EEG analyses when an incorrect response was recorded, as well as when eye-blinks (> ± 60 µV at Fpz), eye-movements (> ± 30 µV in the HEOG channels), or muscle movement artefacts (> ± 80 µV at all other channels) were detected. The remaining trials were segmented into epochs from 100 ms before to 1000 ms after the onset of each memory sample display, separately for the four tasks and blocks where the left or right side of the memory sample display was task-relevant. ERP waveforms were then computed, and CDA components were measured on the basis of ERP mean amplitude values obtained between 350 and 950 ms after memory sample display onset at lateral posterior electrode sites PO7 & PO8 contralateral and ipsilateral to the currently task-relevant sample display side. CDA amplitude differences between tasks were then assessed with planned paired t-tests which compared CDA components between Parts versus Whole tasks, and between the Single and Double Baseline tasks. Additional analyses performed with a 200 ms baseline prior to sample display onset obtained virtually identical results.

To confirm that CDA components did not differ between blocks where the left versus right sample side was task-relevant, CDA difference values were analysed with the factors Task and Block (attend left versus right). There was no main effect of Block (p > 0.4), and no interaction with Task (p > 0.1). To assess possible pre-stimulus drifts of eye position towards the blocked relevant side, averaged HEOG waveforms measured during the 600 ms interval prior to sample display onset in attend-left and attend-right blocks were analysed for all four tasks. There was no effect of Attended Side (p > 0.4), and no interaction with Task (p < .01), confirming the absence of preparatory drifts of eye gaze.

Results

Behavioural Performance

Figure 2 (top and middle panels) shows mean reaction times (RTs) and error rates for all four task conditions. For RTs, a one-way ANOVA with factor Task (Single Baseline,
Double Baseline, Whole, Parts) showed a significant effect ($F(3,45) = 23.65, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .70$). Responses were faster in the Single Baseline task (589 ms) relative to the Double Baseline task (704 ms; $t(15) = 9.08, p < .001, d = 0.87$), the Whole task (677 ms; $t(15) = 6.09, p < .001, d = 0.67$), and the Parts task (686 ms; $t(13) = 6.45, p < .001, d = .73$). There were no significant RT differences between any of the other three tasks (all $t(13) < 1.5$, all $p > .141$). Error rates also differed between the four tasks ($F(3,45) = 14.69, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .495$). Errors were less frequent in the Single Baseline task (4%) than in the Double Baseline task (12%; $t(15) = 5.35, p < .001, d = 1.42$), the Whole task (10%; $t(15) = 4.02, p = .001, d = 1.14$), and the Parts task (13%; $t(15) = 4.44, p < .001, d = 1.34$). Errors were more frequent in the Parts to the Whole task ($t(15) = 2.65, p = .018, d = 0.45$). There were no error rate differences between the Double Baseline and Whole tasks ($t(15) = 1.91, p = .075, d = 0.32$) or between the Double Baseline and Parts task ($t(15) < 1$).

**CDA Components**

Figure 3 shows ERPs elicited at electrodes PO7/8 contralateral and ipsilateral to the task-relevant side of the memory displays, separately for each of the four tasks. CDA difference waveforms obtained by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral ERPs are shown in Figure 4 in different colours for each task. The corresponding grand-averaged CDA mean amplitude values for all four task conditions are shown in Figure 2 (bottom panel). Clear CDA components were present in all four tasks, and the expected load-dependent CDA amplitude increase was observed for the Double versus Single Baseline task. Critically, CDA amplitudes also appeared to be larger for the Parts as compared to the Whole task, in spite of the fact that memory sample displays were identical in these two tasks. These informal observations were confirmed statistically. An ANOVA of ERP mean amplitudes obtained at PO7/8 during the 350-950 ms interval after sample display onset with the factors Task (Single Baseline, Double Baseline, Whole, Parts) and Laterality (Contralateral, Ipsilateral) revealed a main effect of Laterality ($F(1,15) = 31.06, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .674$), confirming the presence of reliable CDA components. Paired samples t-tests confirmed that significant CDA components were elicited in all four tasks (all $t$’s > 4.44, all $p$’s < .001). An interaction between Task and Laterality ($F(3, 45) = 14.27, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .487$) demonstrated that the size of CDA components differed between tasks. As predicted, CDA amplitudes were larger in the Double versus Single Baseline tasks (-1.53 $\mu$V versus -0.84 $\mu$V; $t(15) = 2.46, p = .026, d = 0.65$), reflecting the expected effect of increased WM load. Critically, CDA components were also reliably larger in the Parts task than in the Whole task (-2.23 $\mu$V versus -1.83 $\mu$V;
\( t(15) = 2.76, p = .015, d = 0.29 \), indicating that effective WM load was higher in the former task. Notably, the CDA amplitude increase associated with having to memorize two rather than just one shape in the two Baseline tasks (0.69 \( \mu \)V) was numerically slightly larger than the CDA amplitude difference between the Parts and Whole tasks (0.40 \( \mu \)V), but this difference was far from significant \( (t(15) = 1.16, p = .266, d = 0.33) \).\(^1\)

**Discussion**

The goal of this study was to investigate whether top-down task settings can determine whether visual objects are represented in a part-based or integrated object-based fashion in WM. We employed a lateralised change detection task where compound objects composed of two basic shapes had to be memorized, and measured CDA components as electrophysiological markers of WM maintenance processes. In the two critical task conditions, identical memory sample displays were shown, but task demands were different. In the Parts task, only one of the two spatially aligned component shapes of sample objects could re-appear in the subsequent test displays, which was expected to facilitate the formation of part-based WM representations of the two individual shapes. In the Whole task, memory test displays contained a compound-shape object. On half of all mismatch trials, these test objects included both component shapes of the memorized sample object, but in the reverse spatial configuration. This should have encouraged participants to activate a single object-based integrated WM representation of the memory samples.

The central result was that CDA components measured during the delay period in response to identical sample displays were reliably larger in the Parts task relative to the Whole task. If sample display objects had always been encoded and stored in an analogue pictorial fashion, irrespective of task instructions, no such CDA differences should have been observed. As CDA amplitudes are sensitive to the number of objects currently maintained in

\(^1\) As can be seen in Figure 4, CDA amplitudes in the two baseline tasks were generally smaller than in the corresponding other task. This was the case both for the Single Baseline relative to the Whole task \( (t(15) = 4.68, p < .001, d = 0.98) \), and for the Double Baseline relative to the Parts task \( (t(15) = 3.89, p = .001, d = 0.50) \).
WM (e.g., Vogel & Machizawa, 2004), an obvious interpretation of the presence of larger CDA components in the Parts as compared to the Whole task is that effective WM load differed between these two tasks. In the Parts task, the compound-shape sample objects were stored in a part-based fashion, with two independent representations of their component shapes. In the Whole task, the same objects were instead encoded in an integrated fashion, as a single WM item that represented their overall shape, without individuating component parts. If the CDA amplitude difference between these two tasks reflects the difference between an effective WM load of one versus two items in the Parts versus Whole tasks, its size should be similar to the CDA amplitude difference between the Single and Double baseline tasks, where participants had to maintain one versus two spatially non-aligned basic shapes. This was indeed the case. CDA components were larger in the Double relative to the Single task, and this difference was only numerically but not reliably different from the CDA amplitude difference between the Parts and Whole tasks. Because test displays differed between the Single and Double tasks, the CDA difference between these tasks may reflect a modulation of WM storage that is task-dependent, but still tuned in a more bottom-up fashion to the anticipated perceptual properties of the test displays.

If two separate objects were stored in WM in the Parts and Double baseline tasks, and a single object in the Whole and Single baseline tasks, and if the CDA components observed in these tasks exclusively reflected this difference in effective WM load, CDA amplitudes should in principle have been identical within these two pairs of tasks. However, this was not the case. CDA amplitudes were larger for compound-shape sample objects in the Parts and Whole tasks than for single-shape samples in the Double and Single baseline tasks (see Figure 4). The CDA difference between the Whole and Single baseline tasks is likely to be primarily due to the fact that memory sample objects were more complex in the former task (compound shapes versus simple shapes). Previous studies have found larger CDA components in tasks where memorized objects were more complex (e.g., irregularly shaped polygons versus colours), even when WM load was held constant (e.g., Luria et al., 2010; see Luria, Balaban, Awh, & Vogel, 2016, for discussion). The presence of larger CDA amplitudes in the Parts task relative to the Double Baseline task is more difficult to explain. It is likely to be linked to the physical differences between the sample displays in these two tasks (see Figure 1). CDAs were reduced in size when sample displays contained two vertically separated shapes (Double Baseline task) relative to displays with two spatially aligned shapes (Parts task). In a previous CDA study where observers memorized multiple coloured objects (Petersen, Gözenman, Arciniega, Berryhill, 2015), CDA amplitudes also
differed between sample displays with connected versus unconnected objects. However, these CDA amplitude modulations interacted with the similarity of sample display objects in a complex way, precluding a clear interpretation of this effect. One possibility is that generating separate WM representations of two connected shapes may have been more demanding than encoding and maintaining two unconnected shape (see Luria & Vogel, 2011, Exp. 2, for the reverse case where the integration of shapes into a single object resulted in a reduction of CDA amplitudes). Such shape individuation costs may also have contributed to the CDA differences observed between the Parts and Whole tasks, as separate WM representations of component shapes were only required in the former task.

Overall, the current study provides novel evidence that the format in which identical visual stimuli are represented in WM can be flexibly controlled in line with current task demands. Previous CDA research by Woodman and Vogel (2008) has suggested that object colours and orientations can be represented separately and selectively in WM in tasks where only one of these features is task-relevant, even when they belong to the same object. Here, we demonstrate that the top-down control of WM maintenance is not limited to the selective encoding of object features from different dimensions, but can also result in qualitative differences in the way that visual objects and their component parts are stored. These objects can be represented in an integrated or in a part-based fashion, depending whether memory is subsequently tested separately for individual shape components or for whole objects. The presence of larger CDA components in a task where component parts had to be maintained independently could either be a direct result of an increase in effective WM load, but could also reflect the demands of additional shape individuation processes (see above). These two possibilities need to be dissociated in future research. In either case, these CDA differences demonstrate that changes in task demands can alter how physically identical visual objects are represented in WM. These representations are not merely copies of the sensory information received by the visual system. Instead, this information is transformed into a representational format that is most useful for the task at hand. One possibility is that task goals directly modulate how visual objects and their parts are represented in WM. When integrated representations of whole objects are required, object-based WM representations are formed. When the component parts of visual objects are task-relevant, WM individuates and retains separate representation of these parts. An alternative possibility is that representations of integrated objects and of their component parts co-exist, perhaps at different levels of the visual processing hierarchy, and that task goals operate through a separate pointer system that actively maintains specific representations (see Drew & Vogel,
2008, for possible links between the CDA and pointer system for WM in intraparietal sulcus). In this scenario, larger CDA amplitudes in the Parts versus Whole tasks would reflect the activation of two pointers to two component shapes in the former task and the activation of a single pointer to an integrated object representation in the latter task.
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**Figure Captions**

**Figure 1**: Example memory sample and test displays shown in the four different task conditions. These examples show sample-test match trials where the stimuli on the left side of the sample displays were task-relevant. In the Single and Double baseline tasks, participants memorized one or two simple shapes on the task-relevant side, and reported whether a memorized shape was repeated in the test display. In the Whole and Parts tasks, compound-shape objects on the relevant side had to be memorized, and memory was tested either for the whole object or for an individual shape part. The bottom panel shows the time course of events in individual trials.

**Figure 2**: Mean RTs (top panel), error rates (middle panel), and CDA mean amplitudes obtained by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral ERPs measured during the 350-950 ms interval after sample display onset (bottom panel), shown for all four task conditions. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

**Figure 3**: Grand-average event-related brain potentials (ERPs) measured during the 1000 ms interval after memory sample display onset at electrodes PO7/PO8 contralateral and ipsilateral to the task-relevant side of this display, shown separately for the four different task conditions. The shaded area marks the CDA analysis window.

**Figure 4**: CDA difference waveforms obtained during the 1000ms interval after memory sample display onset at electrodes PO7 / PO8 by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral ERPs for all four different tasks conditions. The shaded area marks the CDA analysis window.
Figure 1

- **Memory Sample**
  - **Single Baseline**: 
    - Sample: \(\square + \bigcirc\)
    - Test: \(\square\)
  
  - **Double Baseline**: 
    - Sample: \(\square + \bigcirc\), \(\square + \triangle\)
    - Test: \(\square\)
  
  - **Whole**: 
    - Sample: \(\square + \bigcirc\), \(\square + \triangle\)
    - Test: \(\square\)
  
  - **Parts**: 
    - Sample: \(\square + \bigcirc\), \(\square + \triangle\)
    - Test: \(\square\)

- **Timeline (s)**: 0 Sample, 1 Test, 2.65 Response

- **Event Duration**: 0.15 second